The grand partition function for a long linear system of alternating a and ft sequences with the restraint of a fixed number, Na, of aj3 boundaries depends in an extremely simple way on the a-sequence and j8-sequence grand partition functions, t and As. ) by a quite different argument of a rather formal and mathematical nature. It is the purpose of this paper to furnish the simple and physical derivation mentioned above, with illustrations, in the hope that this treatment will facilitate application of this apparently unappreciated method. The new procedure is outlined in Section I, including binding, and then illustrated in Section II by rederivation of Hill's equations (1). Section III is a brief digression, showing the relation of Section II to Lifson and Zimm (3). In Section IV, I show in a little more detail how to treat binding, and discuss briefly an important example.
Although with different methods and notations, Hill (1), Zimm (2) , and Lifson and Zimm (3) obtained equivalent basic results in the theory of helix-coil transitions of longchain polynucleotides. The form of Hill's Eq. 21 (see also Eq. 36 and 37) suggests that the introduction of sequence grand partition functions at the outset would provide the simplest possible derivation for this problem, and also a very general and powerful method for more complicated problems, such as the binding of complementary monomers on doublestranded polynucleotides (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . Actually, such a generalization of Hill's Eq. 21 was established by Lifson (13) (see his Eq. 9) by a quite different argument of a rather formal and mathematical nature. It is the purpose of this paper to furnish the simple and physical derivation mentioned above, with illustrations, in the hope that this treatment will facilitate application of this apparently unappreciated method.
The new procedure is outlined in Section I, including binding, and then illustrated in Section II by rederivation of Hill's equations (1) . Section III is a brief digression, showing the relation of Section II to Lifson and Zimm (3) . In Section IV, I show in a little more detail how to treat binding, and discuss briefly an important example.
Since this paper is concerned primarily with methodology, explicit applications and calculations extending Section IV (in collaboration with Y. Chen) will be published elsewhere.
I. THE METHOD
To avoid undue abstractness, I shall not attempt maximum generality here. Further extensions will be rather obvious (13) (see, for example, Section II). The method applies to any long linear system consisting of two kinds of units, a and 0, that are in "isomeric" equilibrium with each other, and with interactions in the following class: any kind of interaction (not just nearest-neighbor) is allowable within a sequence of a units (a sequence) and within a # sequence, but 1165 between an a sequence and an adjacent , sequence there is only a boundary interaction that is independent of the lengths of the two sequences. Of course, a and ft sequences alternate.
Consider [2]
This is the value of B.at of practical interest.
The partition function Q in Eq. 1 is rather complicated (1). But, for this particular kind of system, the corresponding grand partition function ( of the entire system, open with respect to B and N,, can be written down immediately in terms of the relatively elementary grand partition functions, ta(T,1,,1&) and ,(Tiis), of the two kinds of (open) sequences. {a (similarly for As) is a sum of the usual kind (14) , in this case over the number of a units in an a sequence, n_ > 1, and also over the number of bound molecules on an a sequence, 0 < n.a < maximum allowed for each na. Let wan be the extra free energy of the system associated with each ad boundary, and let z = e -wo/k T. Since there are twice as many boundaries as sequences of each type, we have simply (14) [3] X = tas/tjCaz~d and also d(jua#Jcap) = -SdT -Bdis -Ngdis + isadNae AapNai5 = -kT ln ,;;f(TA,is,Nap).
From Eq. 3 and 4, (e-,,zplkT)2 = (Tsstf(uilzT) [4] [5]
Proc. Nat. Acad. Si. USA 69 (1972) With the restraint on Nap still imposed, this equation determines jsg as a function of T, ,A, and;s,. It is analogous, in a one-component fluid (14) , to ePlkT -'(jh T,V)l1v = function of ; and T. [6] We have already seen in Eq. 2 that the equilibrium value of Cap is up = 0. In this case, Eq. 5 becomes 1 = ta(TMA,,)p(T,MsA,)z(T)2. [7] This is the desired result. It is equivalent to Lifson's (13) Eq. 9 if we absorb z2 in {a and/or {a. This equation now determines ,s as a function of T and pt, (and the parameters of the model). Special cases are Eq. 21 of Hill (1) (see Section II) and Eq. 10 of Lifson and Zimm (3) (see Section III).
The condition dup = 0 is similar to IA = 0 (14) in a closed photon gas at V and T (number of photons, N, not conserved), where loss of one intensive variable (j.) makes p a function of T only (compare Eq. 6). However, the photon gas has an extensive variable V remaining, while here Nag (the last extensive variable) is no longer specified if we set Aha = 0. The system is characterized at the outset by intensive variables (T,M.) and parameters from which we can deduce all other intensive properties (see below), but the size of the system is indeterminate. See the related comments of Lifson and Zimm (3) .
The physical significance (and another "derivation") of Eq. 7 is the following: if, at equilibrium, with T and Mu held constant, an a sequence and a neighboring # sequence are exchanged (thus decreasing the number of boundaries by two and the number of a and iB sequences by one each), the change in the appropriate free energy (apZV1,,N) is zero.
Incidentally, Eq. 5 may also be obtained from application of the matrix method to sequences rather than to units. to -y [8] This particular approach allows extension to three kinds of sequences, etc. We assume that a ring containing i + 1 a units in chain 1 and j + 1 a units in chain 2 has a free energy wi in excess of that of i + 1 single a units in chain 1 and j + 1 in chain 2.
Similarly, a group of k + 1 pairs of # units is assumed to have a free energy Wk in excess of that of k + 1 pairs of single , units.
We define Z = ew-w/kT, Xjj -ew-il/kT Yk = e -wk/kT [9] with xoo = Yo = 1.
In Eq. 1, we have to replace AdB by AldBl + A2dB2, with corresponding changes in subsequent equations. The "dissociation" (rather than isomeric) equilibrium condition is ai (pair) = A.l + A2 (single units in a ring). The term ,.dN, in Eq. 1 is omitted because there is no binding in this model (but see Section IV). Eq. 7 becomes 1 = ta(TMlA2)t(TA1lA2)z(T)2 [10] where (in view of the above definitions)
En= E $X(jaXlY+'(ja2X2)J+ (1) is Pi = joaXl, p2 = Ja2X2, q = .Plij2XIX2 PIP2 Za = Ea, qp = in. [11] [12]
Thus, Eq. 10 is identical with the earlier (1) Eq. 21. To determine ju and ,2 as functions of T and the parameters of the model, one needs (when the chains are different, or if B1 $ B2) to supplement Eq. 10 with a "conservation" equation for B1/B2 (see Eq. 25 of ref. 1).
III. RELATION TO MODEL OF LIFSON AND ZIMM
Consider a special case of Section II: mismatching is not allowed in a rings (i.e., xjj = 0 when i $ j), B1 = B2, and nearest-neighbor interactions are assumed in i sequences. This is the model of Lifson and Zimm (3) for DNA; it is also the DNA model used in Section IV of Hill (1) . The preceding section then simplifies as follows: xv = O (i id j); Yk = Yk [13] ?alja2 3a, jitlij2 = jO, X, = X1X2 X (pair) [14] {a(T)x) = E X(jaX)i+1 [15] 
We substitute Eq. 15 and 16 into Eq. 10 and find .1 = joX(y + Z2Wa). [17] This equation determines X(T). Multiply by ji/jpy: ja/jlo = jaX [1 + (Z2/y)t]. [18] This is now the same as Eq. 49 of Hill (1) where XA = el"/kT. In effect, this is merely a generalization of the meaning of x0 and Yk* The essential point is that, despite the introduction of binding into X and do, the fundamental and simple relation 1 = XtzaZ2 (Eq. 10) still holds, and gives a relation between T, XI, X2, and XA. B1/B2 would then provide X1(X,,T) and X2(X8,T).
Special
Case. An important special case [e.g., adenosine on poly(U)], which we shall pursue elsewhere in further detail, is: the two chains are alike; B1 = B2; binding on a units is negligible; all j3-pair binding sites are equivalent (p pair -B triplet when a site is occupied by a monomer); the factor in {a for a P pair is q, for a 0 triplet it is qQOX.; the nearest-neighbor interaction factor between two , pairs is y (see Eq. 13), between two , triplets it is yv, between a , pair and a # triplet (a # boundary) it is yzo; and the Xij for a rings are handled by a suitable approximation of the usual sort (16) .
The second summation, Zn in Eq. 22 is the grand partition function for binding monomers on a linear array of k + 1 sites. With Yk = yk, y and q are already included in As for all sites so that 2,, involves only the excess factors QpXg, v, and zp, above. This is a finite one-dimensional Ising problem easily handled by the matrix method (17) . We find 2= Z,-(iY+ -Y4)-[y+k(1 -S-f + Qpx4zp)(zP -1 + v+) + ( -1 -QpXszp)(zp -1 + 'y) 4 [23] where the eigenvalues are
